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Summertime and the living is easy – or should be. 

What that means, though, is as individualistic as 

we are, and that’s obvious to see in the gorgeous 

outdoor spaces in this special issue of Style at 

Home Outdoor Living.

I can’t decide which garden I love best. I am 

always impressed when a truly small city backyard 

(“In the Zone,” page 18) is transformed into an oasis 

that ticks off everything on my wish list: pool, 

lounge, dining space, outdoor kitchen, lush contain-

ers and low-maintenance plantings. What a gem!

And although a large garden is beyond my abili-

ties, the stylish stainless-steel troughs turned into 

raised beds in “Backyard Beauty” (page 14) are per-

fect for me. I love the entire charming yard with 

everything a young family needs to enjoy their  

idyllic ocean-side location in British Columbia.

This issue really has something for everyone. 

And if you need more inspiration on how to trans-

form your green space, find it in our look at 2021’s 

biggest outdoor living trends. There’s absolutely 

nothing holding you back – whether your space is 

big or small, a second-floor balcony or a few hun-

dred acres, planning your best summer ever starts 

right here and in your own backyard. Enjoy!

Here Comes  

the Sun

  veronique.leblanc@tva.ca    



TRENDS

Living life outside  
has never been more 
popular and stylish. 
Our guide to  
the biggest trends 
will help you retreat 
back to nature.  

RESORT LIVING
The trend toward staycations continues, 

reinforced by our current circum-

stances, and we’re taking it to the next 

level by turning our yards into resort-

inspired edens. From outdoor ping pong 

tables to fully kitted kitchens, the ame-

nities we love when we travel to exotic 

locales are coming home to our own 

backyards. No need for a big-budget 

redo to get the look – hang a hammock, 

wheel out a bar cart and get some R&R.

SUMMER HOUSE, Jardin de Ville.
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3 PERGOLAS & PAVILIONS
Whether it’s open-air, plant-covered, or even has a solid roof, the trend to covered 

outdoor structures is testament to how form follows function. We need spaces in 

which to work and entertain outside, and a sense of shelter helps give human scale 

to outdoor spaces, so it makes sense that pergolas and pavilions are on the rise. 

Blinds for privacy, awnings for shelter, screens to keep bugs at bay, roofs with 

motorized slats that regulate sun, shade and rain exposure – the options are plenty. 

An extension of this trend is constructing a fully enclosed multi-purpose pre-fab  

or custom cabana that helps to expand the living space of our crowded houses. 

Imagine a studio, office, gym or secret hideaway. We say: gimme shelter!

Yardistry 10' x 12' wood PERGOLA; Hampton Bay Arbor Point 5-Piece Sectional DINING SET; Hampton 

Bay 56" Outdoor Cone Chimney FIREPLACE; Home Depot.

4 OUTDOOR KITCHENS
The sky’s the limit when it comes to outdoor kitchens. 

This hot trend continues to raise the bar on barbequing. 

Manufacturers have complied by offering all manner of 

products to tempt foodies to come outside and cook: 

built-in charcoal grills, pizza ovens, warming drawers, 

fridges, ice machines, sinks – all under a roof for all-

weather use. Stainless-steel cabinetry components 

with soft-closing doors and drawers aren’t cheap, but 

will help you build the kitchen of your dreams. Decide 

if you need a permanent or portable kitchen. Big budget 

doesn’t make sense if you only barbecue a couple of 

times a month. Whatever bells and whistles you buy, 

and whatever size suits you – don’t forget to integrate 

it into your yard. Stone facades, flooring that matches 

other patio or terrace spaces, and lighting that’s func-

tional but not intrusive will make it a hot feature. 

KAMADA JOE BARBECUE, Coval.

PRIVACY 

A desire for a sense of comfort 

and serenity has manifested  

in greater attention to creating 

privacy in our outdoor spaces. 

Dense shrubbery, decorative 

screens and solid fences that are 

architectural features – all are 

ways to get a sense of enclosure 

without sacrificing aesthetics. 

When planning design elements 

to enhance privacy, keep in mind 

what you love about the outdoors 

– nature. So be sure to think 

integration, not separation, when 

designing your features.  

2
Ooni Fyra  

Studio PIZZA 

OVEN, Coval.
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FURNITURE
We’ve come a long way from plastic 

stackable lawn chairs. These days, 

bringing indoor comfort and style out-

side is just what we do. Modular sec-

tional sofas are still in vogue, but so are 

open bamboo-look and aluminum stand-

alone pieces. Fashionable fabrics, out-

door rugs and a wide range of materials 

and finishes for furnishings will help  

you extend the look of your indoor decor 

outside for a seamless designer look. 

6 ZONING IN
We’re looking within when designing outside – 

into our homes, that is. The trend to designing 

outdoor spaces as we would our home’s interiors 

means thinking in “rooms” or zones when it 

comes to planning our outdoor space. List  

the activities you want to take outside – like 

lounging, cooking, dining, sports and games, 

gardening, even working – and create zones to 

maximize your space. To make us comfy in our 

outdoor rooms, we’re bringing indoor amentities 

out, such as sophisticated all-weather furniture, 

firepits and fireplaces – propane, natural gas or 

wood – patio heaters, sound systems and out-

door 4K TVs. When planning, don’t forget stor-

age – outdoor cushions won’t last long if left 

uncovered during a week-long deluge.

RIA ARMCHAIRS, MOSAIKO TABLE, Fast.

 

5

STRING CHAIR, 

Jardin de ville. EGG 

CHAIR, Rona.
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8 BALCONY GARDENS
Nothing can stop us from digging into the gardening craze, even at 

40 storeys! Apartment balcony gardening is a huge trend – make the 

most of these tiny spaces by thinking vertically with garden walls 

(lots of big box stores offer DIY versions). And consider a tight colour 

scheme for plants and outdoor furnishings in small spaces.         

PATIO WOOD PLANTER, Pinnery, etsy.ca.

7 EDIBLE 
GARDENS

Growing faster than Jack’s bean 

stock is our craze for growing what 

we eat. Vegetable and herb gar-

dens – whether in raised beds, 

attractive trough-size containers or 

pretty pots on the terrace – are 

popping up everywhere. It’s a won-

derful all-in-the-family activity 

that increases environmental 

awareness – plus, once you’ve 

tasted your own lettuce and toma-

toes, nothing else compares.

MOCHA SWIRL SWEET PEPPER, Veggie of 

the Year, Home Depot.

 

POOLS
Sales of above- and  

in-ground pools have 

exploded. How to make a 

splash is up to you and your 

budget. Linear contempo-

rary salt-water pools with 

infinity edges are a classic 

contemporary choice, but 

even above-ground pools 

have become more sophisti-

cated, with real wood clad-

ding or attractive resin 

surrounds to better integrate 

it into the garden. For those 

not interested in taking the 

plunge on a full-size pool, a 

spa-size hot tub is a wonder-

ful way to indulge.

POOL DECK COVER, Azenco. 
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SUSTAINABILITY
We are finally embracing a more meaningful 

understanding of sustainability by celebrating 

Mother Nature and helping her do her thing. 

Growing plants that feed birds and pollinators, 

capturing rain water, mulching, composting and 

choosing plants that suit our micro-climate 

and soil types is de rigueur for dedicated green 

thumbs now. This is a trend that benefits every-

one (including the creatures that live in our back-

yards) by ensuring we do no harm when it comes 

to creating beautiful, healthy gardens.

NATIVE PLANTS
The trend to native plantings continues, 

as awareness grows that choosing native 

plants often means greater success for 

the plant and less maintenance for the 

gardener. At one end of the extreme, re-

wilding the garden means choosing only 

plants that would have grown in your 

yard before it was your yard (woodland, 

savannah, meadow); but any introduc-

tion of native plants will expand your 

idea of what a garden can be.

12 CONNECTING INDOORS & OUT
This key trend is behind many design choices we’re making both inside and out. Wall-to-

wall windows and doors, three-season enclosed terraces, furnishings that look at home 

indoors and out – it’s all about blurring the boundaries between our interior and exterior 

spaces. This trend is about forging a connection and can be as simple as planting an 

ornamental tree in view from your favourite room to draw your attention outside.

DESIGN, Kate + Co. FURNITURE, ARD Outdoor Toronto. FIREPLACE Stone, Earth Coverings.

10

11
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14 OUTDOOR LIGHTING
Trends in outdoor lighting are toward  

less is more: less intensity, hidden light 

sources, downlighting instead of uplighting – 

all reflect a move toward subtler, more  

sophisticated lighting schemes that  

don’t overwhelm. 

FRONT YARD 
ENTERTAINING
Stopping by to say hi – at a distance 

and outside – is important for our 

health and has led to greater attention 

on the design of our front yards. Porch 

furniture that can be moved to safe  

distances and front gardens with sit-

ting areas are ways to warmly and 

safely welcome friends to the front yard.

15

ELVY CERAMIC 

PLANTER, Crate 

and Barrel.

13  
COLOUR

There are two takes on trends in colour 

in the garden. A return to soothing 

white plantings is definitely on the rise. 

The look is serene (that’s the zeitgeist, if 

you haven’t noticed!), and it marries bril-

liantly with the popularity of dark grey 

and black exterior colours and hardscap-

ing (fences, stone). At the opposite end 

of the spectrum, exuberant, tropical 

colours are a hit, which leads us to con-

clude that when it comes to colour, any-

thing goes where everything grows!

Hampton Bay Cayman Woven Egg Patio  

CHAIR, Home Depot.
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BORI LANTERN, Article.  

WOOD LANTERN, Veronneau.

Buvana LANTERNS, 

Wayfair.
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FLIGHT DECK

ime to destination: two minutes! That’s how long it takes 

designer Sandy Soares Caetano to travel to her Yucatán-inspired 

getaway – a 175-square-foot deck just outside her second-floor 

apartment. “I wanted a loungey feeling that would remind me of 

warm places I loved to visit,” says Sandy. To that end, she 

replaced what had been warped treated-lumber decking with 

cedar, and lined the perimeter railings with plants and a privacy 

screen. Clever use of inexpensive materials – like updating a bar 

cart and shelving with spray paint – kept the project on budget, 

and storage benches from a hardware store subbed in for pricey 

seating. “Not only did they cost less, I can hide gardening tools in 

there,” says Sandy. To broaden the range of colour and pattern 

choices for cushions, she relied on indoor fabrics treated with 

weather-protectant spray. T

DECORATING
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Travel for leisure may not be an option, but a 

destination deck brings on that vacation vibe. 

TEXT BETHANY LYTTLE |  PHOTOGRAPHY LAUREN MILLER 

OPPOSITE Hugging the 

deck railings is a series of 

window boxes. “I won’t lie. 

The plants are 100 per cent 

chosen to blend with the 

colours of the pillows,” says 

Sandy. The colourful, cushy 

collection of pillows in rose 

and blush tones are extra 

plump. “Since the deck rail-

ings double as seat-backs, 

the pillows needed to be 

soft.” The Tulum-inspired 

palette includes straw, 

blush, sand and stone tones. 

“And every room needs 

some stripes, even if that 

room is outdoors,” says 

Sandy. The tableware and 

glassware is from inside. 

“It’s real glass and pottery, 

not melamine. So, it’s like 

dining in an outdoor restau-

rant terrace.” 

RIGHT The bar cart used to 

be white. Sandy primed and 

painted it black with weath-

erproof paint. Her tip? “Use 

matte paint for outdoors so 

it won’t reflect the sun.” 

LEFT “There’s always 

sangria,” laughs 

designer Sandy Soares 

Caetano. “Not only 

does it contribute to a 

vacation vibe, I love 

how the fruit brings 

gorgeous colours to 

the decor!” Sandy fash-

ioned a leafy privacy 

wall by weaving vines 

of faux-plant life 

through a link fence.
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DECORATING

BELOW A pointed arch 

fashioned from metalwork 

that used to hang on the 

wall indoors was repur-

posed for outdoors. Sandy 

spray-painted it gunmetal 

black, then mounted it 

above an inexpensive 

shelving unit. Draped in 

greenery, it provides Span-

ish flair. Terracotta pots of 

heat-loving herbs and tiny 

tropical citrus trees are at 

the ready for cooking. 

When dusk falls, a bamboo 

lantern suggests a far-

away, tropical glow.

DESIGN, Sandy Soares 

Caetano, Casa Caetano Design. 

UMBRELLA, Home Depot Can-

ada. TABLE, Casualife Outdoor 

Living. Glass GLOBES, battery-

operated TEALIGHTS, Hofland. 

RUG, ICE BUCKET, CB2. 

CHAIRS, Article. CUSHIONS, 

Moscow Mule CUPS, Wayfair. 

PILLOWS, Tonic Living; Sau-

dade Toronto; Indigo. THROW, 

Anna Westerlund PITCHER (on 

bar cart), Saudade Toronto. 

Schott Wiesel GLASSWARE, 

Crate and Barrel. PLANTINGS, 

Sheridan Nursery; Jong Young 

Floral Market. CARAFE, bam-

boo LANTERN, Indigo. DISH-

WARE, Spal Portugal. BAR 

CART, METAL BASIN, Home-

Sense. Bar cart PAINT 

COLOUR, farmhouse black 

matte, Rust-Oleum Universal 

Spray Paint & Primer. Wooden 

SHELVING UNIT, IKEA.

ABOVE Dangling from a vast shade-giving, rain-dispersing umbrella is a galaxy of sparkling 

glass orbs. At night, their faux candles punctuate the tent-like seating area with points of light. 

The table, which looks like wood, is actually easy-care metal in beige. Sandy fashioned the 

seating from storage-benches fitted with semi-custom cushions in warm dark grey, a colour 

repeated in the cord-backed armchairs. For the pillows, Sandy drew on a Tulum vacation pal-

ette that features warm clay pinks, bold stripes and stone-toned neutrals. 

Luckily, on most summer days, the deck is a sun-soaked getaway, and at night, 

layers of outdoor lighting evoke a dreamy, balmy, faraway feeling. Candelight at the 

table, pillar-caps on the corners of the deck, and bamboo lanterns all add ambiance, 

as do some surprises, like “rocks” that light up at night. “I wanted being out here to 

feel like being on vacation, whether it was daylight or evening, whether I was out 

here to work or relax,” says Sandy. “It truly feels that way. When I step outside, I may 

be in central Toronto, but I feel like I’m worlds away.”
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◀ Canvas LIGHT 

STRING, $25, Canadian 

Tire, canadiantire.ca.

 
get the look 

terrace inspiration

▲ Rada II VASE, $13, VdeV, 

vdevmaison.com.

▲ Kupia set of 3 VASES, $58,  

Anthropologie, anthropologie.com.

▶ Medan Graphite  

lounge CHAIR, $459,  

Article, article.com.

▶ Alfresco II CART,  

$799, Crate and Barrel,                  

crateandbarrel.ca.

◀ Buckhurst RUG, 

Dakota Fields, 2' x 3'7", 

$105, wayfair.ca.

▼ Gracie Oaks VERTICAL  

GARDEN, with automatic watering, 

$410, wayfair.ca.

▼ Sunbrella Nairobi 

CUSHION COVER, $40, 

Indigo, indigo.ca.

▼ BEVERAGE TUB, $80, Crate  

and Barrel, crateandbarrel.ca.

▲ Glaze ICE BUCKET, 

$100, Crate and Barrel,                  

crateandbarrel.ca.
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DECORATING

TEXT BETHANY LYTTLE 

PHOTOGRAPHY JANIS NICOLAY

A decked-out yard 

makes room for 

one family to grow 

food, flowers and 

memories in their 

great outdoors.

Landscape designer Caitlin Black and her team created 

dedicated areas for lounging and dining on the expan-

sive deck, but left lots of room for the kids to leap and 

play barefoot on the lawn. Like the home’s interior, the 

deck features a modern neutral palette.

BEAUTY
Backyard
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each Grove is a special little area,” says Caitlin Black of Aloe 

Designs, a landscape design company in Vancouver. The 

neighbourhood of mostly ranch bungalows in Tswassen, B.C., 

is true to its name. “In fact, a public beach path runs along 

the property line of this house,” says Caitlin. That’s dreamy to 

be sure, but it sure isn’t private. “When Nicole and Geoff, the 

homeowners, contacted us, the yard had very little privacy, 

and while it already had a deck, it was seriously dilapidated.” 

Caitlin, a landscape designer, and her team set out to create an expan-

sive low-profile deck complete with terraced steps, and thoughtfully 

zoned for lounging, dining and kid-friendly crafting. Also key was to 

seamlessly connect indoors and out, dramatically increasing the living 

space of the house, especially during the temperate months from April 

to October. Clean-lined furniture in soft neutrals echoes the inside 

decor and keeps the space soothing all year long. Says Caitlin: “The 

look is a bit California, and a bit Nordic.”  

BELOW A modern wood table provides ample room for dining, laptops  

and crafting. The stylish metal chairs are weather-resistant. The umbrella’s 

pale hue pops against nearby mature trees, including regal  

conifers and a tropical-looking Windmill Palm. 

ABOVE Daughter Royal lets imagination lead the way outside a 

playhouse built from scrap materials by her creative dad. Corru-

gated metal feed troughs that Aloe Designs up-styled into raised 

veggie gardens yield tomatoes, greens, even radishes and beets. 

B“
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OPPOSITE, TOP LEFT & RIGHT A back-

drop of small, moveable plantings keeps 

the deck looking fresh. Twin miniature 

Cyprus trees and an agave in containers 

(left), and an olive plant (right) lend tex-

ture to the seating area. The flouncy lace 

pillow plays to the laid-back boho mood. 

OPPOSITE, BOTTOM LEFT Daughters 

Royal and Gray check in on kale that’s 

growing in one of the raised garden beds. 

To the left is a fig tree. “We knew it would 

appeal to Nicole, who loves to cook. And 

its leaves clean up easily, which is impor-

tant since this area has a perimeter of 

crushed gravel,” says Caitlin. The hand-

some new fence provides privacy.

OPPOSITE, BOTTOM RIGHT In keeping 

with the curvy canvas butterfly chairs 

near the French doors, this duo of egg-

shaped planters imparts organic curves 

to the linear space. The planters have 

the look of concrete, but weigh less due 

to their partly fiberglass construction. 

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION, Aloe Designs. 

HOUSE EXTERIOR PAINT, Snowbound, 

Sherwin-Williams. Fibercrete PLANTERS, Art’s 

Nursery. POOFS, IKEA. TABLE, UMBRELLA, 

West Elm. DINING CHAIRS, CB2. SOFA, RH. 

Canvas BUTTERFLY CHAIRS, Amazon. VASES 

(on coffee table), EQ3. FEED TROUGHS, West-

way Feed and Seed. Fig, olive, agave and mini 

cypress PLANTINGS, Art’s Nursery.

ABOVE Daughter Gray relaxes on the deck’s easy-care 

sofa, which hosts pillows from inside the house. Nearby, a 

stack of poufs is ready should her sister care to join her. 

“The kids love to use the deck to tackle outdoor art proj-

ects,” says Nicole. “They can go wild with painting, gluing 

and nature projects.” 

RIGHT “It’s a beachy place, and very relaxed,” says Caitlin. 

“In the warm months, you’ll often find the back door open 

and everyone in their bare feet.” Here, Nicole walks past the 

trio of outdoor tables she designed and husband Geoff 

built. The tables are ideal for holding drinks, books and dis-

plays, including vases and the olive plant shown here. 

Also on Nicole and Geoff’s wish list were dedi-

cated spaces for vegetable and flower gardening  

that would give the couple and their young daugh-

ters, Gray and Royal, an opportunity to dig in and get 

growing. Caitlin and her team responded with areas 

on and beyond the deck, including containers for 

veggie gardening, beds for perennials and medicinal 

plants, and planters for a few Mediterranean plant 

varieties. “Now we use the deck year-round,” says 

Nicole. “And in the summer months, we leave the 

doors wide open all day long. Changing the outdoor 

space has given our family so much freedom.”
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“They use the backyard 

three-and-a-half seasons of 

the year, day and night.”  

– Erin Feasby

Smart space planning 

delivers a combo of peaceful 

retreat and resort-like 

getaway in one family’s  

small city garden.

TEXT MEGHNA SARAWAT AND KATHLEEN DORE | PHOTOGRAPHY ALEX LUKEY
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Shade-loving perennials 

thrive under the mature 

trees. At the very back 

is a tiny patch of artifi-

cial turf for a shot of 

ever-green in the deep 

shade. Sam picked man-

ufactured pavers that 

are dry-laid so if one 

gets damaged it can be 

popped out and 

replaced. Pushing the 

table to the side against 

a built-in storage bench 

maximizes space in the 

narrow yard. Pots of 

herbs (the owner loves 

to cook) are handy to 

the outdoor kitchen.

little oasis from the city. That, says designer Erin 

Feasby, and “simple, low-maintenance and some-

where they could have fun,” was what her long-time 

clients wanted from their 25-by-57-foot backyard in 

Toronto. The designer had revamped the interior of 

their home in stages over the previous years. Now it 

was time to take it outside. 

She started by calling in landscape designer Samantha 

Kleinknecht and they, along with the homeowner, divided the 

yard into zones for cooking, dining, lounging and – mandatory 

for the family’s two young boys – fun. The pool, located to pro-

tect tree roots and follow by-laws, was a must-have. Although 

small, the “swim spa,” as Erin calls it, delivers big time on fun. 

The rest of the layout flows from it. 

Next, Erin applied her trademark polish to the outdoor 

“rooms,” working with a palette of “griege” and wood against 

the new warm-toned black fencing that makes the modern fur-

nishings pop. Landscaping is lush but low-maintenance, cho-

sen following Samantha’s mantra of picking “the right plant for 

the right spot.” Lighting, pillows, outdoor kitchen cabinetry and 

a fire feature bring stylish indoor comfort to the backyard, 

where the sounds of two kids splashing through summer fills 

the days, and the nights are lantern-lit and serene. 

 

A
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DESIGN, Erin Feasby, 

Feasby & Bleeks.         

LANDSCAPE DESIGN, 

Samantha Kleinknecht, SK 

Design. LANDSCAPE   

CONTRACTING, Patrick 

Hazen Design Landscaping.     

OUTDOOR CARPENTRY,   

JT Custom Carpentry. 

STONE, TURF, Creative 

Landscape Depot. LOUNGE 

FURNITURE, BBQ, Inside-

Out Patio Furniture. Fence 

PAINT COLOUR, Onyx 2133-

10, Benjamin Moore. LIGHT-

ING, Linzel. GLASS 

HURRICANES, Peaks & Raf-

ters. WOOD TRAY, WOOD 

BOWL, LARGE BASKET, 

(next to hot tub), Home 

Smith. CUSHIONS, (yellow 

diamond on sofa and pale 

stripe), Tonic Living. 

PITCHER, Wills & Prior. 

Building an outdoor palette is key  

for a designer look. Erin warns that 

materials can take on cool tones in 

bright sunlight. “I like them to go 

slightly warmer,” she says. She opted 

for warm-toned grey and black, teak 

furniture, and pops of yellow in the 

cushions and some planters, which 

Samantha and the owner filled with 

ferns and grasses, and herbs by the 

kitchen. Night lighting is a necessity. 

“We uplit those big beautiful trees, 

so there’s light coming from under-

neath to shine on the canopy,” says 

Samantha. Otherwise, she says, the 

back of the yard would feel like a 

black hole at night. “It gives dimen-

sion and height to the garden, too.” 

Path lights, sconces on the fence and 

lanterns complete the scene.

“Try to pick plants that have different 

blooming times. You don’t want  

everything in the spring, and then there’s 

nothing left for the whole year.”   

– Samantha Kleinknecht
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A Growing
This lovingly nurtured English-style 

garden gives three seasons of blooming 

beauty to its deeply devoted owners.

TEXT EMMANUELLE MOZAYAN VERSCAHEVE AND KATHLEEN DORE

PHOTOGRAPHY PERRY MASTROVITO

PASSION
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hen Lucie Pepin and Pierre Turenne hired a horticulturist to add small flower beds 

around their home in 2006, they never imagined they’d one day have – among 

thousands of other plants – more than 250 varieties of peonies. The now sprawling 

English-style garden at their 90-acre property near Acton Vale, Que., is testament 

to the couple’s passion for gardening. “We gradually added rhododendrons, magno-

lias, hellebores, primroses and perennial hibiscus in order to always have flowers to 

admire, from spring until the end of autumn,” says Lucie. Sinuous paths of stepping 

stones and lawn lead through the garden, but the swimming pond, added in 2009, is perhaps the 

star. A small grassy beach area offers access for swimmers; elsewhere, the pond is bordered by 

clumps of water-loving plants, including many native species, while vibrant pink blooms of 

water lilies float peacefully on the surface. The water is an animating element that reflects the 

changing sky, like an artist’s canvas that’s always in flux – much like the garden itself.

OPPOSITE Day lilies, 

white daisies, ferns and 

iris bloom at the base  

of a ‘Sunburst’ honey 

locust. Echinacea and 

peonies take over fur-

ther along the path. 

ABOVE, LEFT Mont 

Bruno boxwood thrives 

beside a Paniculata 

hydrangea ‘Quick Fire.’ 

ABOVE, RIGHT Pots of 

geraniums bring an 

oh-so-English garden 

touch to the porch. 

BELOW, LEFT Clematis 

viticella climbs an 

arbour; below it, step-

ping stones beckon  

visitors to another area 

of the vast gardens. 

BELOW, RIGHT The 

stunning swimming 

pond adds the essential 

pastoral aspect so key  

in English gardens. 

W
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Lakeside Lark
A lighthearted blend of perky 

colours and carefree patterns brings 

joie de vivre and indoor livability  

to the outdoor spaces of one 

family’s weekend getaway.

TEXT CHRISTY WRIGHT

PHOTOGRAPHY LAUREN MILLER 
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                                      hile many of us are looking for answers when 

it comes to outdoor decorating, designer Sabrina Albanese is look-

ing to questions. She says, “Ask how the space will be used. Is it for 

gardening? Lounging? Entertaining? Let the answers determine 

what you have room for, then choose furnishings you will actually 

enjoy.” That’s exactly what she did for the Toronto family who owns 

this retreat in Innisfil, Ont. Now their terrace and two balconies are 

stylish spots for lakeside dining, reading and soaking up the sun. 

W
Orange Zest 
Designer Sabrina Albanese is a proponent of using colour in outdoor 

decor. “Be inspired by a colour you love!” she says. “The terrace’s 

bright orange umbrella is fabulous and fun.” The table and chairs don’t 

match, but are from the same collection so have a cohesive vibe. 

“They’re very Palm Beach-chic and I like how they contrast the home’s 

contemporary architecture.” The adjacent area showcases ample seat-

ing options, another of Sabrina’s musts. “An extra-long sofa is great for 

a family and you can never have enough small stools! They’re easy to 

move and offer flexibility for use as seats or side tables.” Striped Sun-

brella fabric is a nautical backdrop to tropical leafy cushions.

DESIGN, Sabrina Albanese Design. Flamenco UMBRELLA, The Santa Barbara 

Umbrella Company. Faux wicker and rattan Celerie Kemble Collection OUTDOOR 

FURNITURE, Lane Venture. Rope SIDE TABLE, Palacek. Palm Leaf CUSHIONS, 

Peter Dunham Textiles. 



DECORATING

Made in the Shade 

Sabrina believes shady spots are 

mandatory. She fashioned one with 

whimsy on the upper balcony. “The 

scalloped-canopy loveseat does the 

trick,” she says. “It’s not only pretty, 

but also easily removable and wash-

able.” The small-scale bistro table – 

note the sparky tangerine base – is 

complemented by cute statement 

seats with billowed bottoms that 

mimic skirted chairs. 

BISTRO TABLE, Fast Italia. GARDEN 

STOOL, Serena and Lily. Custom TOSS 

CUSHION FABRIC, Schumacher. Miles 

Redd RUG, Patterson Flynn Martin. 

“Outdoor furniture 
should be just as special 
and as interesting as 
indoor furniture.”

Floor Show 

A rug demarcates the seating area 

on the top balcony, and more. “It 

provides warmth and texture, so 

there’s more of a relaxed feeling, as 

this space is private and used mostly 

for family gatherings,” says Sabrina. 

The fresh blue palette works seam-

lessly with the colour of the lake on 

a sunny day and was inspired by the 

getaway’s chinoiserie-style guest 

room. Sabrina says, “It’s always nice 

to bring decor from inside, out.”

26 | STYLEATHOME.COM OUTDOOR LIVING 2021
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▲ Bamboo PLANT STAND, $60, 

HomeSense, homesense.ca.

▲ Sol DAYBED, $1,039, 

Article, article.com.

▲ Groshe three-cup ESPRESSO MAKER, 

$28, Hudson’s Bay, thebay.com.

▼ CANVAS Brava OUTDOOR RUG, 5' x 7', 

$100, Canadian Tire, canadiantire.ca.

 
get the look 

balcony inspiration

◀ WATER CARAFE 

SET, AJ Metissage, 

$105, Etsy, etsy.ca.

▶ Trollmal 

CUSHION 

COVER, $6, 

IKEA, ikea.ca.

◀ Island UMBRELLA, 

9', $230, HomeDepot,  

homedepot.ca.

▶ Malou CHAIR, 

$498 for two, Article, 

article.com.

◀ Kaki 

CUSHION 

COVER, $13, 

H&M Home, 

hm.ca.
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INNER SANCTUM
A Japanese-inspired courtyard garden in Boundary Bay, B.C., is a refuge for peace  

and contemplation. TEXT BETHANY LYTTLE | PHOTOGRAPHY TRACEY AYTON

THIS PAGE Glass doors open from the living room to a wood deck; a large 

stone that acts as a step leads to the centre of the garden. To the right of the 

doors is a mugo pine. Seasonal colour is evident in pink Azalea Japonica. Hosta 

undulata is nestled near the water and the angular leaves of Blechnum spicata 

or deer ferns arc over the deck and rocks. While the Japanese maple draws 

attention skyward, a waterfall gently flows down the rocks to the pond. All of 

the large rocks used here were gathered from a nearby farm when the garden 

was first created. They cradle a trio of densely mounded Skimmea Japonica. 

The attractive exterior walls – finished in industrial paint to withstand the 

coastal weather – provide a neutral backdrop.  
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THIS PAGE The courtyard 

is shaded by a delicate 

canopy of deep-lobed 

leaves thanks to a pair of 

Japanese maples. “They’re 

many feet taller than they 

were nearly three decades 

ago,” says homeowner 

Carell Bayne, who some-

times engages an arborist 

to keep the maturing gar-

den to scale. In between 

arborist visits, Carell care-

fully prunes the trees for 

architectural interest. A 

magenta Acer palmatum 

‘Shin-Deshojo’ brings a 

painterly brightness to the 

garden’s interior. “It has 

such a graceful fall to its 

branches,” says Carell. 

“And it’s the perfect size 

for this garden.” The 

house has a flat roof with 

a copper downspout that, 

over time, has turned to 

a lovely verdigris; its  

green-grey cast comple-

ments the magenta leaves 

of the maple.

rom the outside, it’s obvious that the shape of this house is unusual. “The roof 

line mimics a wave,” says homeowner Carell Bayne. What’s more remarkable – 

compared to typical Canadian homes – is that in the middle of the home is a 

20-by-20-foot Japanese-style garden. This horticultural gem is entirely framed 

by the home’s walls, and can only be accessed from the home’s glass garden 

doors or enjoyed through its windows. “The views are always changing,” says 

Carell. “There isn’t a lot of colour, but there are layers and layers of green with occasional 

pinks, purples and golden yellows that rise and fall with the seasons.” Although not techni-

cally a Japanese garden, it does share some aspects of that style. There’s a fish pond and 

small waterfall, and the plants – mostly mature, having been planted almost 30 years ago – 

are regularly and rigorously pruned with an emphasis on scale and visual harmony, all  

characteristic of Japanese gardens. As well, the philosophy behind the courtyard garden is 

similar. “This is a contemplative, peaceful space,” says Carell. “It’s not a place to hang out 

or entertain. It’s a place to observe, often from indoors.”    

ARCHITECT (HOUSE), Tony Robins, A.A. Robins Architect.

F
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LEFT, TOP A rain chain directs the West 

Coast’s abundant precipitation into a stone 

basin called a Tsukubai at its base (not shown); 

a vibrant clump of Blechnum spicata (deer 

ferns) softens the scene.

LEFT, BOTTOM “The waterfall brings me such 

peace,” says Carell. At its head grows a rhodo-

dendron, purple when in bloom, with fanning, 

glossy leaves that provide structure. Mahonia 

bealei, Blechnum spicata and Azalea Japonica 

macrantha are nestled beside the rocks.

ABOVE The garden floor is gravel. “Weeds pop 

up, but overall, it’s not labour-intensive, except 

when the maples drop their leaves,” says 

Carell. Heavy rains drain easily since the soil is 

sandy, but if a colony of velvety moss arrives, 

it’s cherished, as it would be in a Japanese  

garden. Among the plantings that bend over 

the water are two azaleas and a shade-loving 

Hosta undulata that features cream-and-green 

leaves. Skimmea Japonica is returning after 

having been heavily pruned.
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LEFT, TOP Bushy and multi-stemmed, this heavily pruned pine imparts an always-refreshing  

evergreen scent to the garden. 

LEFT, BOTTOM The toro-style lantern symbolizes love, brightness and protection from evil.

BELOW A long narrow window offers a view of the pond from indoors. Spires of semi-aquatic Iris 

pseudacorus add vertical interest to a planting of Arctostaphylos uva-ursi `Vancouver Jade’ plants.

“My granddaughters, now grown, grew  
up peeking through this window to watch 
the fish in the pond.”
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Delicious
Blooming

Bring the beauty of edible flowers to your table with recipes from über 

blogger Tanya Anderson’s new book, A Woman’s Garden. 

TEXT AND PHOTOGRAPHY TANYA ANDERSON 

FLORAL  
ICE CUBES

(PAGE 34)
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EDIBLE FLOWER FRITTATA

3  golden-yolk eggs 

½  cup heavy cream

¾  tsp sea salt

3  tbsp olive oil

1  cup red onion, chopped

½  cup sweet red pepper, chopped

3  cups spinach leaves

1  cup nasturtium leaves

½  cup edible flowers of your choice 

½  cup shredded cheese

Edible flowers, including nasturtiums, to decorate

Preheat the oven to 350°F, or 320°F for a  

convection oven.

    Crack the eggs into a bowl and add the 

cream and salt. Whisk gently until mixed and 

then stop – over-beating can make your frittata 

too fluffy once it starts baking. Place the bowl 

in the refrigerator.

   Heat the olive oil in a cast-iron pan on the 

stove. If you don’t have cast-iron, use another 

oven-safe pan with a little extra oil. The extra 

oil should coat all sides of the pan and the bot-

tom to keep the frittata from sticking. Keep the 

temperature at medium and add the chopped 

onions and pepper, and all but a few of the 

spinach and nasturtium leaves. Cook until soft 

but not browned.

   Remove egg mixture from fridge and gently 

fold edible flowers into the mixture. Tanya 

used viola and dianthus, but suggests you use 

whichever edible flowers you have in bloom. 

   Pour the egg mixture over the vegetables in 

the pan while still cooking on medium. Sprin-

kle the cheese over the top and gently stir 

everything together. Leave to cook for a few 

minutes or until the edge of the frittata begins 

to set.

   Sprinkle any remaining spinach or nastur-

tium leaves on the top, then place the pan in 

the oven. Bake for 15 minutes or until the 

edges are slightly brown. Convection ovens 

may only need about 10 minutes.

   Remove frittata from oven, let cool for  

a few minutes, then decorate with flowers just 

before serving. Frittatas can be served warm 

but are just as delicious at room temperature  

or chilled.

“What makes this frit-

tata recipe unique is 

nasturtiums. Use both 

the leaves and the flow-

ers to season the dish 

with a light peppery fla-

vor. The amount in the 

recipe replaces the usual 

black pepper, but you 

can add more if you 

want it to be spicier. 

Though this dish looks 

pretty fancy, it’s easy to 

replicate. The yellow of 

the egg and red and 

green of the vegetables 

set the stage. With this 

backdrop, the texture 

and colour of the edible 

flowers can’t help but 

look fabulous.”  

– Tanya Anderson

Brunch in the Garden
In her blog, lovelygreens.com, Tanya Anderson 

says she’s a practical gardener who loves to 

grow plants to use in homemade beauty prod-

ucts, artisan crafts for the home and recipes. 

She might be practical, but the results are unde-

niably...lovely. These recipes from Tanya’s new 

book are a perfect way to celebrate the warm 

weather with a brunch in the garden, with 

ingredients from the garden. 

“This is one way to have your flower 
garden and eat it, too."
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FLORAL ICE CUBES

MATERIALS

•  Distilled water. (Distilled water is  

best because it will create the most 

transparent ice cubes, but you can also 

use filtered tap or spring water.)

•  Edible flowers of your choice.

•  Ice cube tray (silicone is best).

Fill the ice cube cavities ¼ of the way 

with water. Freeze.

Take the tray out of the freezer and 

place the flowers where you’d like. You 

can moisten the flowers to help them 

stick to the ice. Freeze again.

Fill the cavities to the top with water 

and freeze for at least 12 hours or 

overnight.

Store your ice cubes in the freezer for 

up to a year.

Some edible flowers will tint your 

drink as the ice cube melts. Amaranth 

will colour it pink and hibiscus  

flowers will infuse it with a deep red. 

“Simple, beautiful and 

practical, edible flower 

ice cubes tick all the 

boxes. This is an easy 

recipe, but there are a 

couple of tricks to 

ensure the ice is crystal 

clear and the flowers 

are positioned where 

you want them. Also, 

make sure that the edi-

ble flowers you use are      

at their best and that 

their flavour is compati-

ble with your drink. 

Cucumbery borage 

blossoms and mild vio-

las are ideal for lemon-

ade or gin and tonic, but 

you might not feel the 

same about peppery 

nasturtiums, wild garlic, 

or mustard flowers.”  

– Tanya Anderson

Find more ideas on 

how to grow and use 

the gifts of your  

garden in A Woman’s 

Garden by Tanya 

Anderson (Cool 

Springs Press, Quatro 

group, $33).

Ice Is Nice
Make a splash with Tanya’s easy-to-follow 

tips for these stunning Floral Ice Cubes.
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